
of a roll with a tolerance of +/- .060". Pieces

can then be snapped off the roll at the desired

length. Tighter tolerances are attainable on

shorter cuts. Tolerances will vary depending

on length of score.

3. Score-cut Rolls - Sophisticated score-cutting

equipment makes a calculated cut through the

magnet side, up to the paper liner at even in-

tervals along the entire length of a roll with a

tolerance of +/- .060". This makes it easy to

peel the magnets off the liner for quick assem-

bly line jobs. Tighter tolerances are attainable

on shorter cuts. Tolerances will vary depend-

ing on length of score-cut.

4. Cut Pieces - High-speed, computer calibrat-

ed cutting equipment cuts full rolls to lengths

as small as .1875" with a tolerance of +/- .060".

Tolerances will vary depending on length of cut.

Mega Saturated Magnetic Strip
60% More Pull Strength from Same
Size Magnet Strip! - This special mag-

netic strip gives display and sign makers more ver-

satility to use the same low-profile magnet with

higher magnetic strength. Comes with acrylic

adhesive on the non-magnetic side for steadfast

attachment to plastics and non-porous surfaces.

Perfect for those applications where regular mag-

netic strip is not quite strong enough.

Choose a Length

P GRIPTm Flexible Magnetic fiStrip,Fr-

Precision core-cut
Indoff, Inc.
Selling Nationwide

ahutton@ahutton.com
(860) 632-2026

FAX: (860) 632-2028
www.ahutton.com

Custom Cutting Capabilities - Our precision

equipment will cut, score or score cut any roll

of flexible strip material to the length that your

application requires. Please consult your sales

specialist for quotes and to have cut-piece yield

estimates calculated.

I. Full Roll - Use full rolls of 50, 100 or 200 ft.

for the versatility to cut your own pieces into a

variety of lengths.

2. Scored Rolls - Spe-

cialized scoring ma-

chines make a pre-

cise cut through the

adhesive liner and

into the magnet at

even intervals along

the entire length
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